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Abstract: OBJECTIVES: To evaluate optimal monoenergetic dual-energy computed tomography (DECT)
settings for artefact reduction of posterior spinal fusion implants of various vendors and spine levels.
METHODS: Posterior spinal fusion implants of five vendors for cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine were
examined ex vivo with single-energy (SE) CT (120 kVp) and DECT (140/100 kVp). Extrapolated monoenergetic DECT images at 64, 69, 88, 105 keV and individually adjusted monoenergy for optimised
image quality (OPTkeV) were generated. Two independent radiologists assessed quantitative and qualitative image parameters for each device and spine level. RESULTS: Inter-reader agreements of quantitative
and qualitative parameters were high (ICC = 0.81-1.00, � = 0.54-0.77). HU values of spinal fusion implants were significantly different among vendors (P < 0.001), spine levels (P < 0.01) and among SECT,
monoenergetic DECT of 64, 69, 88, 105 keV and OPTkeV (P < 0.01). Image quality was significantly
(P < 0.001) different between datasets and improved with higher monoenergies of DECT compared with
SECT (V = 0.58, P < 0.001). Artefacts decreased significantly (V = 0.51, P < 0.001) at higher monoenergies. OPTkeV values ranged from 123-141 keV. OPTkeV according to vendor and spine level are
presented herein. CONCLUSIONS: Monoenergetic DECT provides significantly better image quality
and less metallic artefacts from implants than SECT. Use of individual keV values for vendor and spine
level is recommended. KEY POINTS: • Artefacts pose problems for CT following posterior spinal fusion implants. • CT images are interpreted better with monoenergetic extrapolation using dual-energy
(DE) CT. • DECT extrapolation improves image quality and reduces metallic artefacts over SECT. •
There were considerable differences in monoenergy values among vendors and spine levels. • Use of
individualised monoenergy values is indicated for different metallic hardware devices.
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Abstract
Objectives To evaluate optimal monoenergetic dual-energy
computed tomography (DECT) settings for artefact reduction of posterior spinal fusion implants of various vendors
and spine levels.
Methods Posterior spinal fusion implants of five vendors for
cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine were examined ex vivo
with single-energy (SE) CT (120 kVp) and DECT (140/100
kVp). Extrapolated monoenergetic DECT images at 64, 69,
88, 105 keV and individually adjusted monoenergy for
optimised image quality (OPTkeV) were generated. Two
independent radiologists assessed quantitative and qualitative image parameters for each device and spine level.
Results Inter-reader agreements of quantitative and qualitative parameters were high (ICC00.81–1.00, κ00.54–0.77).
HU values of spinal fusion implants were significantly
different among vendors (P<0.001), spine levels (P<0.01)
and among SECT, monoenergetic DECT of 64, 69, 88,
105 keV and OPTkeV (P<0.01). Image quality was significantly (P<0.001) different between datasets and improved

with higher monoenergies of DECT compared with SECT
(V 00.58, P < 0.001). Artefacts decreased significantly
(V00.51, P<0.001) at higher monoenergies. OPTkeV values ranged from 123–141 keV. OPTkeV according to vendor
and spine level are presented herein.
Conclusions Monoenergetic DECT provides significantly
better image quality and less metallic artefacts from
implants than SECT. Use of individual keV values for
vendor and spine level is recommended.
Key Points
• Artefacts pose problems for CT following posterior spinal
fusion implants.
• CT images are interpreted better with monoenergetic extrapolation using dual-energy (DE) CT.
• DECT extrapolation improves image quality and reduces
metallic artefacts over SECT.
• There were considerable differences in monoenergy values
among vendors and spine levels.
• Use of individualised monoenergy values is indicated for
different metallic hardware devices.
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Introduction
Spinal fusion implants have become valuable hardware
tools in orthopaedic surgery and are used for a variety
of spine conditions, including traumatic and osteoporotic
unstable vertebral fractures, symptomatic spondylolisthesis, spinal stenosis, and for the correction of spine
deformities [1–5]. Complications of spinal fusion
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surgery comprise implant fracture, loosening, faulty
placement and infections which may all be associated
with substantial morbidity [6]. Thus, early detection of
complications is desirable and poses a frequent radiological question in daily routine practice [7].
Computed tomography (CT) plays a key role in imaging
spinal fusion implants after surgery due to its high spatial
resolution, robustness and wide availability [8]. Metallic
hardware, however, causes beam-hardening of the X-ray,
leading to dark bands on CT images that are referred to as
streak artefacts. These artefacts impede clear depiction of
the implant itself, metallic–bone interfaces and tissue in
close vicinity to the implants [9]. To reduce streak artefacts
and to increase the diagnostic yield of CT in postoperative
patients with spinal fusion implants, previous research has
basically focused on CT acquisition [8, 10] or reconstruction
parameters [11, 12].
Dual-energy (DE) CT combines both approaches with the
acquisition of image data at two different energy spectra
[13] together with the reconstruction of monoenergetic
extrapolations [14]. This latter technique of monoenergetic
extrapolation has been demonstrated to be effective for
increasing the interpretability through reduction of metallic
streak artefacts [15, 16]. Bamberg et al. [15] suggested that
high monoenergy reconstructions can be performed at an
overall value of 105 keV including various metallic implants
in the spine, hip, femur, humerus, radius, ulna and ankle.
However, vendors and material specifications were not
known to the authors of that study, and no differences were
taken into account among implants and spine levels. Zhou et
al. [16] recommended an overall setting at 130 keV, but no
individual optimisation of the monoenergy values with regard to material and geometry was performed.
The aim of our ex vivo study was thus to systematically
evaluate the optimal monoenergetic DECT settings for metallic artefact reduction of posterior spinal fusion implants
according to various vendors and at different spine levels.
We hypothesised that there are vendor- and region-specific
optimal values for monoenergetic DECT.

Materials and methods
Posterior spinal fusion metallic implants for the cervical,
thoracic and lumbar spine of five main vendors (Braun®,
Melsungen, Germany; DePuy®, Warsaw, IN, USA;
Medtronic®, Minneapolis, MN, USA; Stryker®, Selzach,
Solothurn, Switzerland; and Synthes®, Zuchwil, Solothurn,
Switzerland) (Table 1), which cover more than 70% of the
overall market share of spinal orthopaedic hardware were
included in this ex vivo study [17]. All implants were
assembled by one trauma surgeon who mounted the devices
onto an acrylic plastic spine phantom.
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CT data acquisition
All examinations were performed on a second generation dual-source CT machine (Somatom Flash, Siemens
Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany). Single-energy (SE)
CT acquisitions were performed with the following
parameters: slice acquisition 128 ×0.6 mm; pitch 0.8;
rotation time 0.5 s, tube voltage 120 kVp, tube
current-time product 270 mAs/rotation. DECT acquisitions were performed with the following parameters:
slice acquisition 2×32×0.6 mm, pitch 0.8, rotation time
0.5 s, and a tube voltage pair of 100 and 140 kVp,
using a tin filter for better energy spectrum separation
[18]. Tube current-time products for DECT were 230
mAs/rotation and 180 mAs/rotation for the two tubes.
The tube currents were selected to keep the radiation
doses constant for both SECT and DECT at all spinal
levels (CTDIvol 018.2 mGy), being similar to that of our
standard protocol for spine imaging.
SECT datasets at 120kVp and DECT datasets at 100 kVp
and 140 kVp were reconstructed with a slice thickness of
1.5 mm and an increment of 1 mm using a fixed field of
view (FoV) of 200 mm (image matrix 512×512). A sharp
convolution kernel was chosen for image reconstructions of
the DE (D30) and SE acquisitions (B70).
Monoenergetic images
Post-processing was performed using commercially available software (Syngo, software VE40A, monoenergetic application algorithm) on a dedicated workstation (MMWP;
Siemens HealthCare, Forchheim, Germany). The algorithm
of the software decomposes the image information into two
image components on the basis of the 100 kVp and the 140
kVp image data. The first component includes all voxels
with a linear dependence of CT numbers and spectral measurements. The second component includes voxels that demonstrate an additional photo-effect with a substantially
increased difference of CT numbers between both spectral
measurements. This allows for the subsequent extrapolation
of monoenergetic datasets by scaling both components separately to a specific monoenergy value [14].
Using this software algorithm, monoenergetic DECT
reconstructions were produced at 64, 69, 88, 105 keV (Figs. 1
and 2). These monoenergy values were chosen to match the
mean energies of the standard 120 kVp (64 keV), 140 kVp
(69 keV), and tin-filtered 140 kVp (88 keV) spectrums. The
monoenergy value of 105 keV was chosen based on a previous study on prosthetic implants in various body parts [15]. In
addition, two experienced radiologists in consensus (G.A. and
H.A. with 5 and 7 years of experience in musculoskeletal
imaging) manually selected an optimised keV value (OPTkeV) from a possible range of monoenergies from 40 to
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Table 1 Mean CT numbers (HU values) and standard deviations of different spinal implants according to manufacturer and spinal level

Cervical
Thoracic
Lumbar

Braun®

DePuy®

Medtronic®

Stryker®

Synthes®

—
3,038 (± 35)
3,038 (± 35)

3,068 (± 1)
3,060 (± 16)
3,009 (± 86)

2,985 (± 71)
2,645 (± 134)
2,756 (± 158)

2,993 (± 58)
2,951 (± 80)
2,951 (± 80)

3,012 (± 41)
3,068 (± 0)
2,912 (± 82)

Numbers represent measured mean HU values of spinal implants
Numbers in parentheses represent ± standard deviation

190 keV for each vendor and spine level. The OPTkeV was
chosen such that images showed fewest metallic streak artefacts and best image quality.
CT data analysis
First, the SECT images demonstrating the most pronounced
streak artefacts were identified in the axial plane by the same
two readers who selected the OPTkeV value. Corresponding
images of monoenergetic DECT datasets at 64, 69, 88,
105 keV and the OPTkeV were identified in the same zposition.
Then, two other independent radiologists (S.W. and R.G.,
with 2 and 4 years of experience in musculoskeletal imaging)—
who were blinded to each other, acquisition protocol and postprocessing—evaluated the information in all images quantitatively and qualitatively in random order.
Quantitative analysis Streak artefacts were quantified by
measuring the Hounsfield value (HU) of the most pronounced streak on SECT and monoenergetic DECT reconstructions using an electronic calliper tool provided by the
software. Thereby, a circular region of interest (ROI) was
placed in the spine phantom adjacent to the implants within
the hypodense streaks, carefully avoiding partial volume
Fig. 1 Image examples of
posterior spinal fusion implants
of the cervical spine
manufactured by Stryker®.
Single-energy (SE) CT and
monoenergetic dual-energy
(DE) CT data at 64 and 69 keV
showed marked streak artefacts
(top row, from left to right).
Decreasing streak artefacts and
improving image quality are
seen at increasing extrapolated
monoenergies from DECT data
at 88, 105 and optimised keV
(i.e. 138 keV; bottom row, from
left to right). Note the markedly
improved depiction of the leftsided pedicular screw fixation
at 105 keV and 138 keV compared with SECT, respectively

artefacts. A reference CT number was measured in the spine
phantom material outside of the streak artefacts. Additional
ROIs were placed in the metal hardware at the position of
the largest diameter of the screws and rods in order to avoid
partial volume artefacts, and in an area outside the phantom
and metal hardware without any artefacts for noise measurements. Image noise was defined as the standard deviation of
CT number measurements obtained outside of the phantom.
Qualitative analysis Both readers classified the image quality
on a five-point Likert scale: 0, excellent image quality with
full diagnostic interpretability of the implant, metallic–bone
interfaces, and surrounding tissue: 1, good image quality
allowing for the diagnostic interpretability with a high confidence; 2, acceptable image quality and diagnostic interpretability; 3, markedly reduced image quality and impaired
diagnostic interpretability of the implants, metallic-bone interfaces, and/or tissue components; 4, severely reduced image
quality, allowing no diagnostic interpretability of implants,
metallic-bone interfaces, and/or surrounding tissue.
In addition, the magnitude of artefacts was graded on a
four-point Likert scale: 0, absence of streak artefacts; 1, minor
streak artefacts; 2 moderate streak artefacts; 3 massive streak
artefacts [15]. In two cases of disagreement, consensus reading was performed in order to reach a decision.
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Fig. 2 Image examples of posterior spinal fusion implants of the
lumbar spine manufactured by Braun®. SECT and monoenergetic
DECT data at 64 and 69 keV showed marked streak artefacts
(top row, from left to right). Decreasing streak artefacts and improving
image quality are seen at increasing extrapolated monoenergies from

DECT data at 88, 105 and optimised keV (i.e. 123 keV; bottom row,
from left to right). Note the improved depiction of the metallic–bone
interfaces at higher energy values of 105 keV and 123 keV compared
with SECT, respectively

Statistical analysis

quality and artefacts of OPTkeV datasets were compared
using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Data analysis was performed using commercially available software (IBM SPSS Statistics Version 19, release
19.0.0, Chicago, IL, USA). A P value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Continuous variables were expressed as means ± standard
deviations and categorical variables as frequencies and
percentages.
Inter-reader agreements of quantitative (i.e. CT number
of spinal fusion implant, streak artefacts, reference tissue
and image noise) and qualitative parameters (i.e. image
quality and magnitude of artefact) were analysed with
intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC) and weighted kappa statistics. According to Landis and Koch, ICCs of 0.61–
0.80 were interpreted as having a substantial level of agreement and 0.81–1 as having a high level of agreement [19]. A
kappa greater than 0.7 corresponded to excellent agreement
and a kappa of 0.5-0.7 corresponded to good agreement.
The independent samples Kruskal–Wallis test was used to
assess for differences in CT numbers of spinal fusion implant
among vendors and spine levels (i.e. cervical, thoracic and
lumbar spine). Comparison of CT numbers of artefacts and
reference tissues between datasets were carried out using
related samples Friedman's analyses. Optimised monoenergy
(OPTkeV) datasets were compared with previously suggested
keV settings for monoenergetic extrapolations (105 keV and
130 keV) [15, 16] using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
The Mantel–Haenszel χ2-test was used to compare image
quality and artefacts among SECT, DECT monoenergy
images at 64, 69, 88, 105 keV and OPTkeV. Cramer’s V
correlation coefficient was utilised for evaluating associations between image quality as well as artefacts with the
different kVp (SECT) and keV (DECT) settings. Colinearity between image quality and artefact scorings was
assessed using Kendall’s τ correlation analysis for ordinal
variables. Corresponding to the quantitative analyses, image

Results
High inter-reader agreements for CT numbers of posterior
spinal fusion implants, streak artefacts, reference tissue and
for image noise was found with ICCs ranging from 0.81 to
1.00 (P<0.001 each). Regarding the qualitative assessment
of artefacts and image quality, inter-reader agreements were
excellent (κ00.77) and good (κ00.54) (P<0.001 each),
respectively.
Quantitative analysis CT numbers of posterior spinal fusion
implants were significantly different among vendors (P<0.001)
and spine levels (P<0.01). CT numbers of spinal fusion
implants remained significantly different when analysed separately with respect to the cervical (P<0.01) , thoracic (P<0.01)
and lumbar spine (P<0.001) (Table 1).
CT numbers of artefacts were significantly (P <0.01)
different among SECT, monoenergetic DECT images at
64, 69, 88, 105 keV and OPTkeV. CT numbers of artefacts
remained significantly different when analysed separately
with respect to cervical (P<0.05), thoracic as well as the
lumbar spine (both P<0.001). Figure 3 plots CT numbers of
artefacts at different spine levels for SECT and monoenergetic DECT images at 64, 69, 88, 105 keV and OPTkeV.
Mean OPTkeV datasets equalled 134±7 keV ranging from
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R Fig.

3 Box plots demonstrate CT numbers of streak artefacts with
respect to datasets of SECT, monoenergetic extrapolation of DECT data
at 64, 69, 88, 105 keV and optimised keV (OPTkeV) for different spine
levels; (a) cervical, (b) thoracic and (c) lumbar. CT numbers of artefacts
were significantly (P<0.01) different among datasets demonstrating a
decreasing magnitude

levels were 136±7.9 keV and 128.6±5.8 keV for the cervical and thoraco-lumbar spine level, respectively.
OPTkeVs were significantly higher than previously recommended monoenergy values of 105 keV (P<0.01) and
130 keV (P<0.05). CT numbers of the spine phantom and
image noise did not differ between datasets (P00.80). Image
noise regarding the different monoenergy values were 3±
1HU 4±2HU, 3±1HU, 3±1HU, 4±1HU and 4±1HU for
SECT, 64, 69, 88, 105 keV and OPTkeV.
Qualitative analysis Image quality was significantly (P<
0.001) different between SECT and monoenergetic DECT
images of 64, 69, 88, 105 keV and OPTkeV. The image
quality improved at higher monoenergies compared with
SECT images (V00.58, P<0.001). Figure 4a demonstrates
percentages of total ratings of image quality scores for
SECT and monoenergetic DECT images with energies of
64, 69, 88, 105 keV and OPTkeV.
The magnitude of artefacts was significantly correlated (V0
0.51, P<0.001) with datasets. Figure 4b demonstrates percentages of artefacts scores for SECT and monoenergetic DECT
images with energies of 64, 69, 88, 105 keV and OPTkeV.
More specifically, images showed more artefacts at lower
monoenergies followed by SECT images. Image quality and
artefact scorings were co-linear (τ 00.63, P < 0.001).
Corresponding to quantitative analyses, image quality and
artefacts of OPTkeV datasets were significantly different
from those of monoenergetic DECT at 105 keV (P<0.01
and P<0.05, respectively). Figures 1 and 2 represent examples of posterior spinal fusion implants of the cervical and
lumbar spine respectively, imaged with SECT and DECT at
different monoenergies.

Discussion

123 to 141 keV, with differences among vendors and spine
levels (see Table 2). OPTkeV settings for the different spine

This study confirms previous work in the field of metallic
artefact reduction through monoenergetic extrapolation of
DECT data by demonstrating significant improvements in image quality with decreased streak artefacts compared with
SECT. In addition, our study extends previous knowledge by
indicating differences in optimal monoenergies among vendors
and spine levels, illustrated by a wide range of OPTkeV values
from 123 to 141 keV. Thus, our results suggest that individually
optimised monoenergy values depend on vendor and spine
level and are recommended for DECT imaging of posterior
spinal fusion implants.
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Table 2 Product specifications of posterior spinal fusion implants listed by spine levels and vendors (ordered alphabetically). Note differences in
optimal monoenergy values (OPTkeVs) regarding image quality and magnitude of artefacts among vendors and spine levels
Vendor

Braun®

Spine level

Specification

Screws
Diameter (mm)
Length (mm)

Alloy

Diameter
(mm)

5.0
50
4.4
20
6.0
40
7.0
50
5.5
25
5.5
30
5.5
40
4.5
20–45
6.5
25–90
3.5–4.5
14–32
5.2–6.2
35–45
6.2–7.0
50–55

Titanium

6.0

123

Titanium

4.0

135

Titanium

6.0

130

Titanium

6.5

130

Titanium

5.5

126

Titanium

5.5

126

Titanium

5.5

126

Titanium

5.5

138

Titanium

6.0

138

Titanium

3.5

145

Titanium

5.0

126

Titanium

6.0

126

Aesculap S4 System Polyaxial Screw

Titanium

Expedium 5.5 System Monoaxial Screws

Titanium

Thoracic

Expedium 5.5 System Polyaxial Screws

Titanium

Lumbar

Expedium 5.5 System Polyaxial Screws

Titanium

Cervical

CD Horizon Legacy 5.5

Titanium

Thoracic

CD Horizon Legacy 5.5

Titanium

Lumbar

CD Horizon Legacy 5.5

Titanium

Stryker®

Cervical

Xia 3 polyaxial

Titanium

Xia 3 polyaxial

Titanium

Synthes®

Thoracic/
Lumbar
Cervical

Synapse monoaxial

Titanium

Thoracic

USS II polyaxial

Titanium

Lumbar

USS II polyaxial

Titanium

Medtronic®

OPTkeV

Alloy

Thoracic/
Lumbar
Cervical

DePuy®

Rods

For Braun® system only ventral cervical spinal fusion implants were available for the study

In general, metallic hardware represents the prototype of
a high attenuating material that causes streak artefacts in CT
imaging [9]. These artefacts hamper the diagnostic interpretability of the implants themselves, of metallic–bone interfaces and of adjacent tissue. The magnitude of artefacts is
related to tube voltage and current, image reconstruction
algorithm and kernel, as well as hardware composition,
geometry and body region [8].
In this study, we used a second generation dual-source CT
machine with two X-ray tubes. Both tubes are simultaneously
operated at different tube voltages, generating two spectra
with different peak photon energies. This machine is additionally equipped with a tin filter that is mounted in front of the
high energy X-ray tube, which improves the separation of the
two energy spectra, enhancing tissue separation based on
differences in z-numbers [18]. Monoenergetic extrapolation
of DECT as performed in this study is based upon the decomposition of image data into two components that represent
materials with either high or low z-numbers. Thereby, voxels
are ascribed to either component depending on the difference
in CT numbers between the two spectral measurements at 100
kVp and 140 kVp. Subsequent and separate rescaling of the

according CT numbers of voxels to a specific monoenergy
value allows for extrapolation of certain monoenergetic datasets [14]. These post-processed images resemble images that
would have been acquired with X-ray photons of a specific
rather than a broad spectrum of energies.
This algorithm has recently been reported in musculoskeletal CT imaging to allow for the reduction of streak
artefacts caused by metallic hardware [15, 16]. In line with
these studies, our results show that streak artefacts decreased
while image quality improved with monoenergetic postprocessing. It is important to note that the OPTkeV value
does not represent the highest possible keV value that can be
applied (190 keV). At higher monoenergies exceeding the
OPTkeV value, the delineation of metallic–bone interfaces
became difficult again.
Previously recommended monoenergies were 105 keV
[15] and 130 keV [16]. These monoenergies were suggested
as overall keV values for both external and internal metal
orthopaedic devices not differentiating between vendor,
body region, type or geometry of orthopaedic hardware.
By systematically and individually analysing the various
devices, we found significant differences in CT numbers
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OPTkev in this study was significantly different from both
reported energies, the difference was rather small when
compared with 130 keV. Both aforementioned studies deal
with in vivo conditions, while this study is an ex vivo
evaluation. However, the influence of both, material composition and geometry of implants on CT artefacts is
hardware-inherent and does not depend on in vivo or ex
vivo conditions. We therefore think that our deductions may
be applicable to in vivo conditions alike. We found a range
of OPTkeV energies between 123 and 141 keV (mean 134±
7 keV) reflecting the heterogeneity of optimal and individualized monoenergetic extrapolations. In order to provide a
comprehensive approach for clinical routine situations,
where mostly the specific vendor and type of a spinal
implant of a spinal level is not known, we calculated OPTkeVs for the different spine levels. The mean values of
136 keV and 129 keV regarding cervical and thoracolumbar spine level, respectively, may then serve as standard
settings.
In conclusion, we suggest individual post-processing
parameters for monoenergetic extrapolation of DECT data
according to vendor and spine level in order to obtain best
possible image quality and fewest metallic artefacts from
posterior spinal fusion implants with optimal keV settings
ranging between 123 and 141 keV.
Study limitations

Fig. 4 Distribution of image quality (a) and artefact magnitude (b)
with regard to the different datasets of SECT, monoenergetic extrapolation of DECT data at 64, 69, 88, 105 keV and optimised keV
(OPTkeV). Image quality was scored on a five-point Likert scale (0,
excellent image quality with full diagnostic interpretability of the
implant, metallic–bone interfaces, and surrounding tissue; to 4, severely reduced image quality allowing no diagnostic interpretability of
implants, metallic-bone interfaces, and/or surrounding tissue). Artefact
magnitude was scored on a four-point Likert scale (0, absence of streak
artefacts; to 3, massive streak artefacts). Both parameters significantly
improved (both P<0.001) with monoenergetic datasets and were optimal at OPTkeV

among vendors and spine levels. Moreover, image quality
and artefacts were significantly related to certain monoenergy values. OPTkeV values ranged from 123 to 141 keV
and were significantly different from the previously suggested values of 105 keV [15] and 130 keV [16]. These
differences in OPTkeV values are most likely caused by the
inclusion in these studies of orthopaedic devices for the hip,
femur, humerus, radius, ulna and ankle with substantial
differences in composition and geometry compared with
posterior spinal implants in our study. Although mean

First, spinal fusion implants were imaged ex vivo. Second,
posterior spinal fusion implants of the five main vendors
were examined. Additional differences in optimal monoenergy values of monoenergetic extrapolation may exist for
other vendors and types of fusion hardware (e.g. anterior or
lateral fusion devices). Third, none of the spinal fusion
implants was made of stainless steel which is rarely used
in the current orthopaedic hardware products on the market
anyway. Although all implants are almost uniformly made
of titanium alloy, significant differences exist in relation to
hardware geometry, i.e. screw and rod diameters or threedimensional composition of assembled components. This is
because streak artefacts do not only depend on photon
quality but also on the geometry and the z-number of the
implant [20]. Fourth, we did not investigate other factors
known to influence artefacts in CT imaging such as the
imaging protocol and reconstruction kernels [21].
In conclusion, monoenergetic extrapolation of DECT for
the imaging of posterior spinal fusion implants significantly
improves image quality and reduces metallic artefacts compared with SECT. Systematic analysis revealed considerable
differences in optimal monoenergy values ranging from
124–146 keV in order to provide the best image quality with
fewest artefacts according to vendor and spine level. Use of
individualised monoenergy values is thus advocated.
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